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L E V E L  2  —  U N I T  4  —  Y O U R  P E R S O N A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

LESSON 7: Making (and Remembering) Great Passwords

Passwords are our first line of defense when it comes to protecting our online privacy. In fact, 
research shows that up to 80% of online data breaches are due to stolen or weak passwords. 
This fun lesson teaches students the characteristics of a great password. It also provides them with 
a mechanism for remembering the passwords they create. Sure there are all kinds of online tools 
and services that will remember our passwords for us (but even those get hacked!), so it is important 
for students to understand how to do this on their own.  This lesson will also help them understand 
why passwords are so important.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students will...
• Understand why it is important to keep passwords private.
• Learn the rules for creating great passwords.
• Use a mnemonic device to help them remember their passwords.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

Ask students to raise their hands if they have created or used online passwords. Ask: How do you        
remember your passwords? Have you ever shared your password with a friend? Do you think your          
passwords are hard for other people to guess? What do you think someone could do with your password 
if they knew it?

Explain that passwords are an important part of online privacy protection. While many young people 
freely share their passwords with one another, this is a bad habit to get into as it can enable friends to 
mess around on your sites, sometimes unintentionally (or worse, intentionally) causing online harm.

THE LESSON

1. Explain to students that online passwords protect our accounts from being hacked or used by 
others. Point out that as they get older, the more important password security will become to them. 
Creating great passwords will protect their social networking profiles and keep their grades private 
when they are in high school; it will help protect their bank accounts and online store accounts when 
they are adults.
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THE LESSON, continued

2. Tell students that there are some rules to follow when it comes to making great passwords. For        
example, although we should never share a password with a friend, it is important for your        
parents to know your passwords. Because children are minors, and parents usually own and/or pay 
for their smartphones, tablets, and/or computers, it is a matter of security for parents to be able to      
access their children’s information. A good rule of thumb is for every family member to keep a       
password log at home that can be accessed by others in case of emergency.

3. Ask students what they think the most common (and hackable!) password is. After they’ve tried 
to guess it, tell students that for the first time ever the word "password" has lost its title as the most 
common and therefore the worst password, and two-time runner-up "123456" has taken this       
dubious honor. "Password" is now #2. 

4. Explain to students that you are going to give them rules on how to create great passwords. Ask 
them to record these rules in their books as you explain each one:

        A GREAT PASSWORD SHOULD:

• Be at least 8 characters in length. 

• Should include a combination of lower and uppercase letters, symbols, and numbers.

• Never include personal information.

• Never include the name of family members, friends or pets.

• Never include sequences, such as: abcde or 12345.

• Never include a dictionary word (unless a letter has been changed into a symbol).

• Be changed regularly—at least every six months.

5. In addition, tell students that it is a good idea to have different passwords for each account or service they 
use (another good reason for the password log!). After students have recorded these rules, tell them that 
you are going to provide them with a strategy for remembering the great passwords that they are going to 
create. But first ask if anyone knows the meaning of this term (write on board):

A mnemonic , or mnemonic device

6. Tell students that a mnemonic , or mnemonic device, is any learning technique that aids information 
retention. It comes from an ancient Greek word meaning "of memory, or relating to memory." 
Explain that this lesson will teach them how to use a mnemonic device to remember their passwords.

7. Activity: Give every student the name of a (different) historical figure, celebrity, politician, singer, or 
someone who is well known to students (you can use those attached, cut them up and give one to 
each student). Make sure each student keeps the name they get secret from their classmates.
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THE LESSON, continued

8. The name each student gets will be the mnemonic device for the password they create. The best way 
to explain this activity is by example (you can walk your students through the following steps). 

STEP 1: The “mnemonic” in this example is the pop singer Adele, whose song, “Set Fire To The Rain” was 
very popular a few years ago. So with Adele in mind a student decides to use the first letter of each word of 
this song to start their password:

SFTTR

STEP 2: Then, with the rules in mind, the student changes the above to upper and lower case letters:

Sfttr

STEP 3: Next, the student adds the numbers “24” (Adele was 24 when she wrote this song), makes the 
password at least 8 characters long by adding “UK” (because Adele is British), and then adds symbols 
(two exclamation marks at the end to indicate how good the song is). 

Sfttr24UK!!

Presto! This student has created a password that they will easily remember by simply thinking of Adele.

9. See if your students (or you!) can guess the “mnemonic” for this password:

10.Challenge students to go through the same process to create their own passwords. After they’ve 
finished, invite students to take turns going to the board, writing down their password, and challenging the 
class to guess the identity of their “mnemonic” (students will surprise you with their success at this!). If your 
class has three unsuccessful attempts at guessing, have the student reveal the identity of their mnemonic. 
In every case, have your class determine if each password follows all the rules for a great password.  

GOAL

The goal of this lesson is for students to understand the characteristics of a great password and to have a 
strategy for making and remembering them.
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       HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTED MNEMONIC DEVICES (you can cut and distribute):

Barack Obama! ! ! ! Harry Stiles! ! !          Elvis Presley

Katie Perry!! ! ! ! Michelangelo! ! ! ! Beyonce! ! ! ! !
! ! !

George Washington! ! ! Queen Elizabeth!! ! ! Paul Revere

Dr. Who! ! ! ! ! Thomas Edison! ! ! ! Bruno Mars! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !

Justin Bieber! ! ! ! 50 Cent! ! ! ! ! Abraham Lincoln! ! !
! ! ! ! !

Dvid Beckham! ! !           Tiger Woods! ! ! ! Harry Potter! ! !

Martin Luther King! ! ! Prince William! ! ! ! Jennifer Lawrence! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !

Einstein! ! ! ! ! Pope Francis! ! ! ! Babe Ruth!! !

Shakespeare! ! ! ! Selena Gomez! ! ! ! Lorde
! ! ! ! !

Donald Trump! ! ! ! Rihanna! ! ! ! ! Tom Brady

Lady Gaga!! ! ! ! Steve Jobs!! ! ! ! Christopher Columbus

Taylor Swift! ! ! ! Helen Keller! ! ! !   Lionel Messi

George W. Bush!! ! ! Michele Obama! ! ! ! Miley Cyrus

J.R.R. Tolkien! ! ! ! Pocahontas! ! ! ! Nick Jonas!! ! !


